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Abstract: 

The objectives of this study are to determine the genetic pattern, estimate gene frequency, estimate the 

prevalence of PKD, and provide a suitable plan for genetic counseling tailored to these participants in the study. 

A serious, life-threatening monogenic illness with a high rate of morbidity and mortality is autosomal dominant 

polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD). This condition affects between 1 in 400 and 1 in 1000 people worldwide. 

The polycystic kidney disease (PKD)1 and PKD2 genes have been substantially implicated in the development 

of ADPKD. However, it is unclear how harmful the various PDK1 polymorphisms are for the emergence of 

ADPKD. In this research, a total of 71 patients who were living in Iraq were enrolled. This study demonstrated 

that the PKD1 gene abnormalities cause the disease to be transmitted via an autosomal dominant gene. 

According to the results, the proportion of patients with (ADPKD), who carried the wild genotype GG was 

largest (42%) and the proportion who observed the mutant genotype CC was the lowest (27%), while the 

proportion of patients carrying the heterogeneous GC was (31%) as compared to the healthy group. The results, 

shows an increase in the levels of biochemical parameters in ADPKD patients, Glucose (70 mg\dl), Urea (27 

mg\dl), creatinine (0.98 mg\dl), albumin (4.39 g\dl), GOT (21 IU\L), GPT (22 U\L) total bilirubin (0.59 mg\dl) 

and Calcium (10.31 mg\dl). 
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Introduction: 

One of the most prevalent and potentially fatal hereditary diseases in people, particularly in, is renal disease that 

is autosomal dominant and polycystic (ADPKD),which has a prevalence of 16–49% worldwide((1)..Mutations 

that are homozygous or heterozygous are two ways that human ADPKD might manifest. Humans who are 

heterozygous for the mutation continue to beclinically healthy until renal function fails after a period of ages, 

however homozygous fetuses will die before birth (often after the age of seven)(2).The polycystin-1 (PC1) 

protein develops an earlystop codon at position 3284 of the amino acid as a resultOn the exon 29 of the PKD1 

gene's sequence position c.10063 of the point mutation (C to A transversion).The PC1 protein is produced by 
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the PKD1 gene. incorporates this stop codon early in the related mRNA transcript  This protein's C-terminus 

will be reduced by around 25%(3).PC1, a transmembrane protein, is essential for the formation of tubules when 

the kidney is developing and is probably alsotubular involvement repair in adults. It interacts with other proteins 

to regulate a variety of cell behaviors to govern tube lumen size(4). 

Several cysts filled with fluid will occasionallydevelop in the liver, pancreas, and uterus before birth due to the 

PC1 protein's impairment of function, which increases the multiplicity and death Contains renal tubular 

epithelial cells (5).Chronic increasing cysts of this size and number harm the renal parenchyma irreparably, 

which can result in renal failure and persistent kidney disease (CKD) (6). 

With a frequency of roughly 1 in 800, polycystic renal disease that is autosomal dominant (ADPKD)is a 

prevalent congenital inherited illness (7).ADPKD frequently affects adults; 10% of people with advanced-renal 

stage disease and 50% of ADPKD patients who are 60 years of age or older proceed to ESRD have this 

condition. In addition to the kidneys, ADPKD also has an impact on the liver, brain, connective tissue, and 

digestive tract.Changes to the exon sequences or base changes in the polycystic kidney disease  (PKD1) gene, 

which is located at 16p13.3, are significant contributors to the etiology of ADPKD(8) .. There is still no viable 

treatment for ADPKD, a hereditary condition with a high incidence and serious consequences.Therefore, it is 

essential to identify carriers of and correctly diagnose patients. A recent diagnostic method for The process of 

genetic screening involves multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA).which is steadily taking 

over as the primary technique for detecting exon deletion and duplication(9).The PKD1 and PKD2 genes have 

been shown to include a variety of mutations. In the current investigation, we used MLPA to check individuals 

with ADPKD for potential mutations caused by exon deletion and exon duplication.to recognize and prevent 

potential data with erroneous positives, we added additional ways of verification to the MLPA results(10).The 

polycystin-1 protein is encoded by the 16th chromosome's short arm (16p13.3). has been identified as the 

location of PKD1. The PKD1 gene is very big, with 52 kb of genomic DNA and 46 exons. (11).14.1 kb of the 

gene's mRNA transcript, which has an open reading frame (ORF) of 12909 bp, can become a protein after 

translation with The 4302 amino acids (12). 

The study's objective,is to detect the abnormality change in sequence in ADPKD patients who have PKD1 
inIrqi population. 

 

Case Study: 

This study included (71) patient of an age group ranging from (20-55) years of reviews to the private 

pathological analysis laboratories in the city of Mosul for a period ranging from June to September of 2022, and 

it was relied on these clinical cases of the disease to choose Samples . The samples two groups were formed. 

parts according tobiochemical results: The first group: this group included 20 person among persons who did 

not suffer from any health problems and were considered as a control group, The second group: This group 

included 71 patienthave kidney disease, based on biochemical results.. 
Collection of Blood sample 

5 ml of venous Blood was taken outfrom these patient and separated into two groups, the first component was 

put into tubes with EDTA anticoagulantto extract DNA, and a second group was put into tubes free of any 

anticoagulant. The tubes were left for one hour until the blood clotted, after which a centrifugation was carried 

out for a period of (10) ten minutes at a speed of (3000) cycles/minute to obtain the blood serum on which the 

biochemical tests were conducted. 

DNA extraction: 
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DNA was extracted from the blood of (71) patient with control groups who were subjected to this study, using 

the modified method presented by (Iranpur and Esmailizadeh., 2010). 

Genotyping: 

Tetra–ARMS-PCR Reactions: 

Adjustments are made to the DNA concentration in all research samplesafter being measured by biodrop by 

diluting them with TE buffer solution to achieve the necessary concentration for performing PCR reactions and 

was (25) ng/microliter for each sample.Four Primer addition for each primer reaction (F-outer and R-outer) for 

the whole gene, forward outer-reverse inner for the normal allele, forward outer-reverse inner) for the mutant 

allele. 

The PCR reaction mixture is prepared by mixing the nucleic acid of each sample and the primer designated for 

the mutations under study using the master-components mix'sin a 0.2-ml PCR-tube produced by the English by 

Biolaps Company. Mix for five to three seconds in the Microfuge to make sure that the components of the 

reaction are mixed, Then, the PCR tubes were put insidethe thermocycler within the special program for each 

mutation, then the reaction product is injected into the pits of agarose gel that has been made with a 

concentration of 2%, by Including the Ladder DNA created by Biolaps Company, inside one of the first holes, 

after which the samples are migrated After operating the electrophoresis apparatus for 45 minutes, which 

followed the bands are imaged using a gel-documentation device. 

Determination of the genetic variation of the PKD1 gene byTetra–ARMS-PCR technology 

The presence of the G C mutation for PKD1 gene was discovered by adding 4 μl (100 nanogram) DNA 

templates and 1 μl (10 picomol) each of mutation specialized primer for PKD1 gene mutation supplied the 

ingredients of the master mix by the Korean business Macrogen 

The presence of the AG mutation of for PKD1 gene by adding 4 µl (100 nanogram) of template DNA and 1 l 

(10 picompl) of each primer designed for a particular mutation., which was designed by the researcher using 

Pimer 3 software and used For the first time on this gene, it was produced by the Macrogen Company of Korea, 

and it was included into the master mix's composition. The final reaction volume was 20 µl (Ya-Jane Lee et al., 

2010)(13). 

Table 1: Shows the primers used to determine genetic variation at the locus (rs17467825) using PCR 

technology. 

Primer Sequence 
Band 

size 
Annealing 

F-outer 5-TGTGTGGCAGGAGAGGAGAGAG-3 
400 bp 

59 
R-outer 5-AGAGGCAGACGAGGAGCACT-3 

F-inner 5-GCCTCGTGGAGAAGGAGGT-3 276 bp 

R-inner 5-CCAGCGGGCCACCTGGTGC-3 170 bp 

 

The multiplication reaction was then carried out in the thermocycler using the reaction's custom protocol, as 

indicated in Table 2.: 

Table 2: Shows the program adopted in the ARMS-PCR technique to identify the mutation (rs17467825). 

Cycle number Time Temperature Stage No. 

1 5.0. min. 95.0. Initial denaturation. 1.  
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35 

45.0. sec. 95.0. Denaturation. 2.  

1.0. min. 59.0. Annealing. 3.  

1.0. min. 72.0. Extension. 4.  

1 7.0. min. 72.0. Final extension. 5.  

1 3.0. min 4.0. Stop reaction. 6.  

 

The optimal temperature for the primer bonding in this reaction was determined using the Gradient program on 

the thermocycler device; the gradient was (5) and the mean temperature was (59) C. The temperature of 59°C 

was used because it provided the greatest results. Afterwards, the PCR reaction was separated by 2% agarose 

gel. 

nucleotide determination sequencing of DNA-sequencing-based amplified fragments technology: 

The gene's nitrogenous base sequence was determined for the PKD1 gene samples that were included in the 

study for the purpose of verifying the validity of the designed primer for the purpose of detecting the presence 

of any additional discrepancies in the gene. These genes were obtained using a Genetic Analyzer 3130 device 

provided by the Japanese firm Hitachi. The National Center for Biotechnology Information's NCBI gene 

sequence database was searched against these gene sequences, and the results were compared. The BLAST tool 

was used to examine the findings.(Morteza Bagheriet al.,2019)(14). 

 

Table (3) : shows the primers belonging to the for PKD1 gene and on which the DNA sequencing test was 

conducted. 

Sequence  Primer  

PKD1 

gene 
5ˊGGTGGTTGAGCTTCCCGG 3ˊ PKD-Exon25-F 

5ˊ ATGTAGGTCACCAGGCACAC3ˊ PKD-Exon25-R 

 

Biochemical test: 

This study also include some biochemical parameters used as a kidney frailer markers like (glucose -urea -

creatinine -albumin -got -gpt -total bilirubin -calcium -cholesterol -triglycerides -s.iron -uibc -phosphorus). 

Result and discussion. 

The results showed, as in Figure (1), the existence of a relationship between Iraqi people Polycystic kidney 

disease that is autosomal dominant (ADPKD) and the mutation of  PKD1 Gene, As shown in Table (4). 
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Figure (1): the relationship between Iraqi people Polycystic kidney disease that is autosomal dominant 

(ADPKD)and the mutation of  PKD1 Gene, with three band in PCR product. 400 bp fpr universal band, 277 bp 

for wild type allele and 186 for mutant type allele, samples (1) wild genotype GG, samples (1,3,4,7,9,11) have 

hetero-genotype GC and samples (2,5,8,10) have mutant genotype CC.   

Table (4): Distribution of the percentage of allelic observations and genotypes of the PKD1 gene mutation 

among a group of healthy groups and Iraqi people with (ADPKD), knowing that the G allele is the normal allele 

and the C allele is the mutant allele: 

 

According to the study's results, the proportion of patients with (ADPKD), who observed the wild genotype GG was 

largest (42%) and the proportion who observed the mutant genotype CC was lowest (27%), and the proportion of 

observing for the heterogeneous GC was (31%) comparison to healthy group, who observed the wild genotype GG was 

largest (42%) and the proportion who observed the mutant genotype CC was lowest (27%), and the proportion of 

observing for the heterogeneous GC was (31%), The allelic observation rate in patients with (ADPKD)was 57 percent for 

the mutant G allele and 43percent for the normal c allele.  

 

using DNA sequencing technology to determine the nucleotide sequence of amplified portions: 

Figure (2)show the PCR reaction 750 bp, for PKD1 gene, on which the nucleotide sequence identification test was 

performed. 

(95%Cl) OR P Value Control Patients 
Genotypes 

1.4043 to 92.5469 11.4000 P = 0.0227 

% NO. % NO. 

85 18 42 30 GG 

10 2 31 22 GC 

5 1 27 19 CC 

(95%Cl) OR P Value % NO. % NO. Alleles 

2.3767 to 21.6104 7.1667 P = 0.0005 
90 38 57 82 G 

4 4 43 82 C 
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Figure (3): shows the PCR reaction product of PKD1 gene in patients with ADPKD disease and the reaction product 750 bp, 

M is the Ladder with a size of 100 bp, which was prepared by Biolabs and separated by 2% agarose gel. 

The results of a sequencing test for the amplified of PKD1gene had differences in a number of nucleotides, however exon 5 

had no differences. These findings are depicted in the following figures: 
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D sequence Nucliotide Location Mutation type Idendity Gaps 

(NG_002798.4) C             G (22071) (Transversion) (99%) (0) 

(NG_002798.4) A       G (22023) (Transition) (99%) (0) 

(NG_002798.4) C             A (22025) (Transversion) (99%) (0) 

(NG_002798.4) -A (22122) (Deletion) (99%) (1) 

(NG_002798.4) A     G (22623) (Transition) (99%) (0) 
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Table(5) : The result of matching with the nucleotide sequence of PKD1 gene was compared with the 

sequences of the original gene at the NCBI site 

When the table (5)  is observed, It exhibits the different the many genetic variants and their locations on the PKD1 gene 

after conducting a sequencing test and matching them up with the gene sequences on the NCBI website. 

The results of this study also shows an increase in the levels of biochemical parameters in ADPKD patients, Glucose (70 

mg\dl), Urea (27 mg\dl), creatinine (0.98 mg\dl), albumin (4.39 g\dl), GOT (21 IU\L), GPT (22 U\L) total bilirubin (0.59 

mg\dl)and Calcium (10.31 mg\dl), compare with healthy group: Glucose (74 mg\dl), Urea (17 mg\dl), creatinine (0.7 

mg\dl), albumin (3.3 g\dl), GOT (12.4 IU\L), GPT (10.5 U\L) total bilirubin (0.69 mg\dl) and Calcium (8.7 mg\dl). 
 

Discussion: 

Iraqi ADPKD patients' PKD1 mutation analysis has not before been reported. even if there are only a small number of 

ADPKD families (less than 100 in all prior investigations) as of late, Jin et al(15) .among 71 patients with ADPKD, PKD1 

analysis has not been published. However, the absence in their pedigree analysis investigation restricted the ability to 

assess a condition's pathogenicity discovered mutations, particularly for those variants that were presumably 

pathogenic.The current study's overall PKD mutation detection..While no PKD mutations were found discovered among 

these patients, other mechanisms most likely caused a decrease in PC1 protein levels. According to earlier research, the 

PKD gene's 3′ UTR might bind to microRNA-17 and microRNA-93, which would then post-transcriptionally down-

regulate the production of the gene(16).Furthermore, Zheng et al. discovered that PKD2's 3′ UTR might bind to protein 1 

that binds to upstream elements, which would prevent translation of PKD2(17). With a detection rate of 2.4% in our 

investigation, 2 significant deletion mutations in PKD1 were discovered, which was consistent with previously published 

results. With little pedigree information, it is difficult to assess the pathogenicity of missense mutations. However, not all 

pedigree data required for determining pathogenicity is readily accessible to researchers. Pathogenicity of missense 

mutations is assessed has been aided by the development of many predictionstechniques (SIFT, Mutation Taster, and 

PolyPhen-2). Pkd1 has two mutations (c.4984G>A and c.7544G>C), which were shown to be by the prediction tools, 

benign mutations, were identified through pedigree analysis as genetic defects. This is despite the fact that the infectivity 

(NG_002798.4) CA (22625)  (Transversion) (99%) (0) 

(NG_002795.4) --    A (15705) (Addition) (99%) (1) 

(NG_002795.4) TC (15802) (Transition) (99%) (0) 

(NG_002795.4)    A      G (16191) (Transition) (99%) (0) 

(NG_002798.4)                -C (22085) (Addition) (99%) (1) 

(NG_002798.4)                A              G (22770) (Transition) (99%) (0) 

(NG_002800.3)                   C            G (12447) (Transversion) 

 

(99%) (0) 

(NG_002800.3)                  T            C (12881) (Transition) (99%) (0) 

 (NG_002800.3)                G               A (12972) (Transition) (99%) (0) 

(NG_002800.3)                A            G (12984) (Transition) (99%) (0) 
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of the majority each of the missense mutations analyzed by the prediction methods in this investigation was in agreement 

with the findings. Sorting analysis is advised as the gold standard to assess missense mutations' ability to cause disease as 

opposed to prediction techniques because ADPKD is a single-gene hereditary disease. however it was shown our study's 

pedigree analysis to be a non-pathogenic mutation. This may imply that more data from various the pedigrees needed to 

assess missense mutations' potential for disease. The substantial PKD1 allelic heterogeneity and the incidence private 

mutations in individuals with ADPKD indicate that mutations that are new occur often in this illness. In our study, 120 

families (7.5%) had 9 de novo mutations in total, which is higher than the variety of 0.9% to 3.1% described In prior 

research (18).This disparity could be partially explained by a comprehensive gathering pedigree information from all of the 

families included in our research. We discovered that PKD1 mutant carriers generally experienced ESRD at a younger age 

than PKD2 mutation carriers. Additionally, individuals with truncating mutations had worse clinical outcomes than 

patients without these mutations, confirming the prior research' findings that there is a significant association between the 

type of mutation and the median age at ESRD startPKD1(20). High allelic variability exists in PKD1, and no hotspot 

mutation location has yet been identified. This gene's mutations are typically highly varied and private. Therefore, patients 

with ADPKD require a thorough PKD1 mutation investigation(21). among the mutation types identified in this study. 

According to earlier investigations, the truncating mutations the most prevalent type of sequence change in our patients. 

Inactivating these mutations and result in ADPKD by causing the polycystin-1 protein to be lost or produced at a lower 

dosage. Through its impact on splicing, the harmful missense variation (PKD1) is also projected to be truncating. This 

mutation eliminates the intron 38 donor splice site, resulting in the integration of this exon with the remaining 117 bytes of 

exon 39 and the omission of intron 38. An early stop codon in the mRNA causes lower-sized polycystin-1 protein that 

lacks the final C terminal amino acids, 585 of them, making it more prone to nonsense-mediated degradation. Studies have 

revealed that polycystin-1-expressing missing in transfected cells their Polycystin-2 and carboxyl terminus do not interact.. 

However, prior research using ADPKD animal models has demonstrated that a reduction in PKD1 expression is adequate 

to cause Vascular and cytogenesis abnormalities (22). The C terminal region of PKD1 has a higher frequency of mutations 

than the N terminal part, according to this study. A systemic illness with a preference for the kidneys, ADPKD. Even 

within the same family, the severity of ADPKD and other diseases of the kidneys consequences vary among those 

affected(23). Patients with ADPKD may also experience complications from other organs, including infertility and 

cardiovascular issues. Infertility in patient 7 who has the mutation p.Gln3395Ter, ESRD in the mother of patient 5 with 

p.Arg3719Gln mutations, and vascular problems in patient 9 who has the mutation p.Gln4042Ter are consistent with other 

study (21).although research has shown that Polycystic is produced in the flagella and cilia and aberrant proteins might 

cause infertility in men, individuals with ADPKD are typically fertile despite this(25). Polycystin-1 is thought to be 

involved in cell-cell communication, Polycystin-2, however, is a calcium (Ca2+) permeable ion channel that may be 

involved in controlling internal calcium ion in cells levels. Additionally, polycystins 1 and 2 are expressed in endothelial 

cells and vascular smooth muscle, indicating that they directly contribute to the disease's vascular symptoms(24). discover 

more mutations and broadening the range of PKD1 mutations can improve the diagnostic utility of molecular analysis in 

ADPKD patient screening and aid in the therapeutic reduction of mortality and morbidity related to renalproblems or 

another illness -related consequences. 

Conclusion:According to this study, the observation of different genotypes and allelic frequency of PKD1 gene 

and detection some mutation by Sequence technique mutation in patients with ADPKD in Iraqi population. 
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